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1 CLIENT NEWSLETTER 

A WELCOME FROM OUR CEO   

Welcome to the Autumn edition of our Client Newsletter, which aims to keep you informed of key 

updates and upcoming priorities across the Public Appointments Service.  

We are delighted to announce that we have won the 2021 Public Sector Award for Excellence in 

Recruitment Services from the Public Sector Magazine for the second year running. 

As we emerge from the easing of restrictions with renewed hope, we recognise the commitment of 

our civil/public service colleagues who responded to the challenges of the pandemic over a sustained 

period and those who have 

supported the re-opening of society. 

In the HR community, our focus is 

now directed on the practicalities of 

managing the return to work and the 

challenges and opportunities that a 

hybrid model now presents. With a 

large proportion of our staff having 

worked from home over the past 

eighteen months, the workplace is 

now a very different place – the future of work has already arrived. 

In this issue of our newsletter, we celebrate the launch of the Public Jobs Schools Resource Kit, which 

provides dedicated learning resources to help students, teachers and guidance counsellors to better 

understand the civil and public service and the variety of career opportunities that are available. Our 

aim is to capture the attention of the next generation to consider a public sector career. Given that we 

are now in graduate season, we also feature our recently launched Graduate Opportunities campaign 

and provide a short case-study on the success of the Administrative Officer Health stream that was 

piloted last year.  As recruiters, we are committed to attracting and engaging with future talent pools 

to showcase the wide range of career prospects and client organisations that are available across the 

civil and public service.  

Shirley Comerford 
 
Chief Executive Officer 

Public Appointments Service 
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ORGANISATIONAL / CORPORATE UPDATES 

Public Appointments Service launch schools programme to spark 

student interest in public sector careers.  

 

We are delighted to announce the launch of a new programme for second-level students that aims to 

spark interest in the wide variety of career opportunities that are available across the public sector. 

The Public Jobs Schools Resource Kit presents information about public sector careers in a new way 

for guidance counsellors and other teachers, to build confidence around discussing career options in 

the public sector with students and their parents.  

The initiative, which was part-funded under the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform’s Public 

Sector Innovation Fund, is a ‘pick up and teach’ resource that speaks to the curriculum and is accessible 

online. The Resource Kit contains six lesson plans, covering diverse career paths and entry routes to 

the public sector, as well as employee videos that bring lesser-known roles to life. These include a 

Customs dog handler with Revenue; an economist at the Department of Education; a tour guide at the 

National Botanic Gardens (Office of Public Works); and an emergency medical controller with the 

National Ambulance Service.  

The resources, which are all free to use, can be found on a dedicated schools microsite on publicjobs.ie 

and are available in both Irish and English. Students will have the opportunity to pitch a career in the 

public sector to their peers and a panel of judges as part of an advertising challenge to be launched in 

2022. Further details of this will be announced closer to the time.  

 

 

 

https://www.publicjobs.ie/en/schools
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Commenting on the initiative, Minister for Public 

Expenditure and Reform, Michael McGrath said: “The public 

service offers dynamic careers for ambitious people who 

want to make a positive contribution to society. The Public 

Jobs Schools Resource Kit is an excellent resource to spark 

an interest in young people about the diversity of career 

opportunities in the public service. My Department is 

delighted to have supported this programme through the 

Public Sector Innovation Fund 2020. I hope it will inspire 

students, as they think about what they would like to do 

when they leave school or college, to consider a career in 

public service, which is both personally rewarding and 

beneficial to society.”  

 
Chief Executive Officer at the Public Appointments Service, Shirley Comerford noted:  

“More than 350,000 people are employed in the public sector in Ireland. It is a 

wonderful career option that offers the opportunity to contribute positively to Irish 

life and the society in which we live. In addition, the sector offers clear career 

progression, as well as ongoing opportunities for upskilling. Despite this, feedback 

from teachers was that they did not feel equipped with the information to inform 

their students about career options and paths into the public sector, or to explain 

progression paths and grade structures. This project was developed, in consultation 

with guidance counsellors, other teachers and students, to address this requirement. 

It presents a real opportunity for us to demystify the public sector for students, and 

to encourage them to consider a career in the public sector as we continue to develop 

a talented, diverse public sector that reflects the diversity of Irish society.” 

 
She added: “We are very grateful for the support 

we have received through the Public Sector 

Innovation Fund 2020 and for the feedback from 

educational experts, teachers and students 

throughout the process. These elements combined 

have allowed us to create an innovative, 

interactive resource that we hope will speak to 

students. We look forward to seeing the 

programme develop with the launch of the schools 

advertising challenge early next year.”  

 

President of the Institute of Guidance Counsellors, Beatrice Dooley said:  

“The Institute of Guidance Counsellors is excited to work with publicjobs.ie to 

communicate the diversity of career opportunities across the public sector. Given 

our unique access to learners and job seekers across the student lifespan, the 

Institute of Guidance Counsellors is ideally positioned to highlight this variety 

through the delivery of the Public Jobs Schools Resource Kit in guidance classes 

throughout Ireland, as well as one-to-one career guidance appointments.” 
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More information about the programme is available at www.publicjobs.ie/schools. 

Click the play button below for a video showcase of the Public Jobs Schools Resource Kit. 

 

 
 

Review of Civil Service Competency Frameworks  

Our Assessment Services Unit are 

currently undertaking a project to review 

the Civil Service Competency 

Frameworks that are in place for General 

Service grades (from CO to PO). The Civil 

Service Competency Framework 

underpins the entire employee lifecycle, 

this includes recruitment and selection, 

promotion, learning and development 

and performance management.  

The existing Competency Framework model was launched in 2014 and amended in 2017, and while it 

has worked well, the world of work and the Civil Service has changed considerably since its initiation.  

Given the degree of change and cognisant of our past learnings and future goals, the aim of this project 

is to develop an up-to-date competency framework that underpins our recruitment and HR processes 

and is relevant for a modern and high-performing Civil Service.  The project will involve international 

benchmarking, evidence-based research and consultation with key stakeholders, leaders and experts 

in the HR space. There will also be an important emphasis on gaining input from key users of this 

framework, from across the Civil Service.   

To-date, the project team have consulted with a wide range of staff from across all Departments to 

collect feedback (through online questionnaires and workshops) on how closely the current 

competency models reflect the requirements of roles and what amendments / improvements are 

http://www.publicjobs.ie/schools
https://vimeo.com/611483877/e733b4f634
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required. We would like to thank all of the participants and our HR colleagues for their assistance in 

distributing the online questionnaire. 

In terms of next steps, the consultation with key stakeholder groups will continue in September and 

October with the objective of developing a draft revised Competency Framework for agreement by 

early 2022.  If you have any queries on this project, please contact: Martina.Rooney@publicjobs.ie  

 

Chapter House Redevelopment 

Following an uncertain period of COVID-19 related delays, we are delighted to update our clients that 

the Chapter House renovations which commenced in May 2021 (when the building industry returned 

to work), are now progressing well. The new Chapter House will integrate modern design and 

technologies with our recruitment practices to allow for a more flexible and agile response to your 

needs and enhance the overall candidate experience.  

We will keep you updated on this exciting project as it nears conclusion, which is scheduled for early 

2022. We look forward to welcoming you to our new recruitment facilities in 2022. 

 

  

mailto:Martina.Rooney@publicjobs.ie
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RECRUITMENT UPDATES:  

Launch of new Administrative Officer: 2021 Competition 

We are delighted to announce that the new Administrative Officer (AO) 2021 campaign opened for 

candidates on the 01 October 2021. This competition has proven to be a very exciting opportunity for 

new graduates looking to start their career in policy and a range of other areas across the civil service. 

The successful candidates are placed on a graduate development programme ensuring that they are 

supported in their new roles and have the opportunity to develop their leadership skills.  In 2020, we 

received the highest volume of applications to-date with 5,912 candidates applying for roles. The level 

of interest demonstrates how popular and attractive the competition is to new graduates.   

Our Graduate recruitment team have been busy attending a series of virtual Graduate Careers Fairs 

across the country to showcase this exciting opportunity. Also in attendance, were a number of existing 

AOs, who were available to answer questions, based on their experience of working as an AO. 

The 2021 competition includes dedicated streams on General; Human Resources; Business & Finance; 

Health.  In addition, we will be piloting a new skills-matching process at interview stage to identify 

graduates with particular skills and educational/professional experience that are relevant to a modern 

civil service. These were informed by client feedback and include the following areas:  

• Data and Analytics 

• Legal 

• Climate Change 

• Sustainability 

• Communications 
 
In 2021, all stages of the process will take place remotely – this is following the positive feedback from 

candidates, clients and Board Members on the 2020 competition. This also facilitates a more flexible 

and comfortable experience for candidates. The estimated timeline for the competition is as follows: 

Closing Date 3:00pm Thursday 7th October, 2021 

Stage 1 - Online Tests Late October 2021 

Stage 2 - Online Video Interviews Mid-November 2021 

Stage 3 - Assessment Centre Early-December 2021 

Panel Available Mid-December 2021 

https://www.publicjobs.ie/en/graduate-opportunities
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Spotlight on the AO Health Stream 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

We continue to work with our partners across the civil service to ensure that the AO competition 

delivers the skills and expertise required by clients.  A good example of this collaborative approach was 

the introduction of a new Health stream in the 2020 AO competition.  The requirement for additional 

health policy specialists, particularly in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, necessitated a fast 

turnaround from our Recruitment and Assessment Services teams, along with representatives from 

the Department of Health.  To-date, 20 AO Health candidates have been assigned to the Department.   

One person who was instrumental in establishing the AO Health was Gráinne Duffy, alongside her 

colleague Michelle Ruddy, from the Department of Health. Here Gráinne explains the rationale for 

requiring a specialist Health stream:  

“While there are many roles within the Department that work well with broader fields 

of study, understanding health policy, systems and structures can be complex.  It was 

considered that recruiting graduates with an interest in and qualifications in a health 

field would be beneficial, as they would have a greater understanding of the 

complexities of the Irish health system, and also due to the relevance of their 

education, training and experience in developing policy.  We considered this from a 

retention basis also, as graduates who demonstrated an interest in health policy would 

be more likely to commit to a longer-term career with the Department and will, 

hopefully, move through the ranks to become future leaders.”      

The availability of a specialist AO Health stream has been hugely beneficial to the Department, Gráinne 

reports that the knowledge, skills and experience they have brought, and their understanding of 

health-related disciplines has allowed many of them to 'hit the ground running' as they work on 

important policy areas and support the Minister and Ministers of State in their roles. 

Candidates assigned to the Department of Heath were appointed to a range of policy areas in health 

and social care.  One such candidate, Juliet Relihan, was assigned to support the Department’s 

response to the pandemic. Juliet’s typical day is centred on the Mandatory Hotel Quarantine (MHQ) 

and includes; information management, drafting briefings in relation to MHQ, managing parliamentary 

questions and disseminating information to key stakeholders.  Since taking up the role, Juliet has 

continued her learning by undertaking courses in health services and leadership. 

We will continue to work closely with our clients to monitor and adapt the AO streams in line with 

urgent requirements.  The inclusion of the skills matching element to the 2021 campaign will facilitate 

us to respond to individual client requests within the existing streams. This exercise will assist in the 

identification of requirements for future AO specialist streams.     

https://www.publicjobs.ie/en/graduate-opportunities/health-policy-analyst
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Successful Delivery   

Since January 2021, we have successfully delivered the following outputs to our civil/public service 

clients (figures presented are up to end of September 2021.) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Competitions for 2021  

To better support your internal planning and resourcing strategies, we have provided an overview of 

our upcoming recruitment activity to December 2021 / January 2022. The recruitment plan, outlined 

below, details the planned large volume competitions for generalist and professional and technical 

recruitment. 

COMPETITION PANEL EXPECTED 

Temporary Clerical Officer  Late Quarter 4 

Assistant Principal Officer Mid Quarter 4 

Assistant Principal Officer Higher Late Quarter 4 

HEO Auditor Quarter 4 

EO ICT Infrastructure and Operations Quarter 4 

EO ICT Software Development Late Quarter 4/Early Jan 

Please note that these are approximate dates and depending on numbers of applicants and 
capacity, these may be extended/pushed back 

 

 

354             
New 

Campaigns 
Advertised 

27,196 
Assessments 

Conducted 

20,580 
Applications 

Received 

9,148                  
Remote 

Interviews 
Conducted 

5,592 
Candidates 
Assigned 

249 
Campaigns 
Completed / 

Panel in 
Place 
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EQUALITY, DIVERSITY & INCLUSION TEAM UPDATES 

How to Have Meaningful Conversations on Race 

Our Head of ED&I, Siobhán McKenna, recently joined speakers from the EU Commission and the 

Canadian civil service to discuss the necessary steps we need to take, both at the institutional and 

individual level, to tackle racism in all its forms.   

The workshop organised by Apolitical, a global online community of public 

and civil servants, explored how to have meaningful conversations on race 

and how these conversations vary across contexts and countries, the 

actionable steps to drive the conversation forward and ways to overcome 

resistance at all levels. The speakers also discussed their own vision for the 

future and how that might be achieved. To access the recording, please click 

on the following link:  Access The Recording 

 

 

Sponsorship of the Traveller Education Awards 

For the second year running, we are delighted to sponsor Exchange House Ireland’s National Traveller 

Educational Achievement Awards, which will take place in a virtual ceremony on 04 November 2021.  

The awards are presented to members of the Traveller community who have recently completed the 

Junior Certificate, Leaving Certificate, GCSE, A Level exams or Third Level courses, in recognition of the 

hard work and commitment shown in reaching their goals.  

The Awards celebrate the achievements of 

attendees while proactively promoting the 

value of formal education and its role in 

supporting access to the labour market, with 

award recipients role modelling educational attainment for the broader Traveller community.   

 

Building the Future - AHEAD careers event 

We were delighted to recently support AHEAD’s annual careers event ‘Building the Future’. AHEAD 

works to create inclusive environments in education and employment for people with disabilities. This 

event took place online from 23 to 27 August.  

As part of the careers event, students and 

graduates had the opportunity to experience 

mock interviews, CV clinics, attend workshops 

and also talk with employers face-to-face, all from 

the comfort of their own home!  

Representatives from the Public Appointments Service were joined by six other public sector 

organisations in hosting workshops that focused on: applying through publicjobs.ie, sharing 

information and availing of reasonable accommodations and working in the civil and public service. 

 

https://apolitical.co/events/how-to-have-meaningful-conversations-on-race
https://www.ahead.ie/
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New Graduates from the Oireachtas Work Learning (OWL) 

We are pleased to inform you that the second cohort of 

OWL trainees are due to complete the programme in Q4 

2021.  The ten trainees have been working hard in the 

online environment, particularly at enhancing their I.T. 

skills, which will be beneficial for the blended working 

approach being adopted across the civil service. It is 

expected that graduates will be placed in their new roles 

from January 2022, and they are looking forward to this 

exciting new opportunity. 

PAS will continue to support the confined competition for graduates who wish to take up a role in the 

civil service. We are working closely with colleagues in the Houses of the Oireachtas and the 

Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (DPER) to raise awareness about the programme and 

encourage more Departments to become OWL employers.  

If your organisation can provide a part-time permanent Clerical Officer, Service Officer or Catering 

Assistant role, please complete an Expression of Interest (EOI) and return to owl@oireachtas.ie.  

 

Submission to Public Consultations 

We recently submitted a response to a public consultation from the Anti-Racism Committee of the 

Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth – this related to the development 

of a national anti-racism Action Plan for Ireland. Our submission, focused on the theme of 

employment and outlined what initiatives and actions we believe should be undertaken in the civil and 

public sector to combat racism in recruitment and in the workforce in general. It also highlighted the 

importance of training and additional supports to combat racism and discrimination and outlined what 

actions could be taken to promote better labour market 

inclusion. 

In addition, we recently completed a submission to the Irish 

Human Rights and Equality’s (IHREC) public consultation on 

their strategic priorities for 2022-2024 should include. Our 

response focused primarily on how best to strengthen civil 

and public sector reporting under the Public Sector Equality 

and Human Rights Duty in order to drive more 

accountability and increased action on equality and 

inclusion in the civil service and public sector workforce.  

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:owl@oireachtas.ie
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National Disability Authority – Launch of New Reports 

The National Disability Authority (NDA) recently launched two reports 

that were undertaken in collaboration with the OECD and the ESRI.  The 

reports are informative resources that provide an in-depth examination 

of the current situation with regard to the employment of disabled 

people in terms of both data and policy. 

The report on ‘Disability, work and inclusion in Ireland: Engaging and 

supporting employers’ provides an independent and internationally 

recognised diagnosis of key trends and untapped opportunities, as it relates to engaging employers in 

improving labour market outcomes for persons with disabilities.  

The second report focuses on the ‘Identification of skills gaps among persons with disabilities and 

their employment prospects’ and enhances our knowledge of the skills and employment gaps of 

persons with disabilities in Ireland and Europe, in comparison to persons without disabilities.  

Both reports can be accessed by clicking on each title above. 

 

  

http://nda.ie/publications/employment/employment-publications/disability-work-and-inclusion-in-ireland-engaging-and-supporting-employers.html
http://nda.ie/publications/employment/employment-publications/disability-work-and-inclusion-in-ireland-engaging-and-supporting-employers.html
https://www.esri.ie/publications/identification-of-skills-gaps-among-persons-with-disabilities-and-their-employment
https://www.esri.ie/publications/identification-of-skills-gaps-among-persons-with-disabilities-and-their-employment
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CLIENT INFORMATION & RESOURCES  

Designing Quality Selection Processes 

We are committed to sharing our knowledge and expertise, to support our clients to achieve 

excellence in service delivery. As part of this role, we have developed an eLearning programme that is 

available to clients and provides a range of interactive modules on how to develop a recruitment and 

selection process that is informed by best practices.   

We are delighted to launch a new Designing Quality 

Selection Processes module to our suite of eLearning.  

The aim of this module is to support client organisations 

in planning, developing and implementing a range of 

selection methods. The module provides an overview of 

the different selection methods available, the key factors 

to consider when deciding on the appropriate method 

and how to ensure these techniques are used as part of a 

quality, fair and transparent process.  

 
The module includes information on the following key areas:  

• Range of selection methods available and the benefits and potential limitations of each 

• The key factors to consider in deciding on an appropriate selection process for a particular role 

• The appropriate use of selection techniques to ensure a high quality selection process in line 

with the CPSA Codes of Practice. 

The launch of our suite of eLearning modules last year has been very positively received, with approx. 

445 across 70 organisations signing up for the current modules.  For further details on how to access 

the modules, please contact CRMMailbox@publicjobs.ie.  

HOW CAN WE HELP?  

We are here to support you, our clients.  As we are currently working 

remotely, you can contact the CRM team on: 

• Civil and Public Service: CRMMailbox@publicjobs.ie  
 
Should you wish to discuss a query over the telephone, you will find our 
contact details on each team members email signature. 
  
You can also keep up to date on publicjobs.ie and stateboards.ie and 
follow us on our social platforms: 
 

                    

CRM have 

responded to 

16,198 client 

queries in 

2021 
 

On average 

72% of 

queries are 

answered on 

the same day 

mailto:CRMMailbox@publicjobs.ie
mailto:CRMMailbox@publicjobs.ie
https://www.publicjobs.ie/en/index.php?option=com_jobsearch&view=jobdetails&Itemid=263&cid=116479&campaignId=2084302
http://www.stateboards.ie/stateboards/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Publicjobsie/124270247607479
https://twitter.com/Publicjobsie
https://www.linkedin.com/company/public-appointments-service?trk=company_name
https://www.instagram.com/publicjobs.ie/?hl=en

